Simply life enhancing

Dementia
friendly
technology

Dementia friendly service
Our service can support people living
with dementia to remain independent
and safe in their own home and also
offers family and friends peace of
mind.
Discreet sensors can be placed around
your home which will alert one of our
highly-skilled team members in the
event of an accident or emergency.
They will be on the end of the phone
24 hours a day, 365 days of the year to
offer advice and reassurance and get
the help you need.

“I always know
my mother can
be helped day
or night.”

Our range of telecare includes a
pendant which can be used in the
event of a fall and sensors which
can alert us if there is smoke, water
or carbon monoxide in your home;
if the temperature increases above,
or decreases below certain levels.
Devices are also available for your
door or bed which can alert us if you
have got out of bed or left your home
unexpectedly.

How we can help
People living with dementia can be affected by short-term
memory loss, which can lead to things such as mislaying keys,
leaving the cooker gas unlit or forgetting to turn the taps off.
Here are just a few of our most popular dementia friendly
sensors on offer, ensuring personal risk is minimised.

Natural gas detector –

Smoke detectors

kitchen sensor

The smoke detector
provides increased
reassurance by activating
both a local audible
alarm in the home as well
as an alarm call at the
monitoring centre. One of
our skilled team members
will respond to your call
and take the appropriate
action to get the help you
need.

Should a gas cooker be left unlit,
the natural gas detector provides an
immediate alert to the call centre the
moment gas is detected, allowing the
appropriate action to be taken.

Flood detector - bathroom
and kitchen sensor
The flood detector provides an early
warning of potential flood situations.
It’s unobtrusive and wireless and can be
placed under the sink, in a bathroom
or kitchen, next to the toilet or under
the bath. If the detector senses water,
the unit will provide two types of alarm.
The first is a local audible alarm and the
second will contact our Sanctuary365
team. One of our skilled team members
will respond to the alert, assessing
the situation and take the appropriate
action to get the help you need.

Why choose Sanctuary365?
We understand the importance of personalising
sensors for each individual and can support you
with tailored packages suitable for your needs,
ensuring personal risk is minimised in your
home.

We are:
•
•
•

•

An established and respected national
provider of telecare and assistive
technology
Platinum-accredited with the Telecare
Services Association (TSA) Code of Practice
Committed to supporting people with
dementia, working in partnership with the
Alzheimer’s Society to develop a dementia
friendly technology charter
A not-for-profit organisation which
means we reinvest surplus back into our
business so we can continue to provide
the best products, services and support at
affordable prices

If you would like to find out more information or discuss your needs
and concerns, one of our trained team members can talk to you about
your options with no obligation to purchase.
Call us on 0330 123 3 365

or email 365enquiries@sanctuary-housing.co.uk

You can also visit our website www.sanctuary365.co.uk

Sanctuary365 is a trading name of Sanctuary Home Care Limited, an exempt charity
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